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Ozbrojené síly loajální ke zločinnému Bidenovu režimu zinscenovaly

útok ve stylu Zátoky sviní na Štědrý den na záliv Guantánamo, ale

byly odraženy Bílými klobouky, kteří opevnili ostrovní pevnost v

očekávání stávky Deep State, zdroje z GITMO a v kanceláři generála

Bergera řekl Real Raw News.
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Když slunce zapadalo a oblohu zaplnilo soumrak, řídící letového

provozu (ATC) na letišti Leeward Point Airfield navázali přerušovaný

primární radarový kontakt s neznámým letadlem 20 mil jižně od

námořní stanice. Bogey se objevil, zmizel a znovu se objevil a

nevysílal režim C, což znamená, že měl neaktivní nebo deaktivovaný

transpondér, elektronické zařízení, které produkuje odpověď, když

přijme radiofrekvenční dotaz. Letadla mají transpondéry, které jim

pomáhají při jejich identifikaci na radaru řízení letového provozu.

Jednotky řízení letového provozu používají termín „squawk“, když

přidělují letadlu kód odpovídače, např. „Squawk 7421“.

ATC vysílalo na vojenských frekvencích a frekvencích všeobecného

letectví a žádalo bogey, aby aktivoval svůj transpondér a identifikoval

se, protože se blížil k omezenému vzdušnému prostoru. Jeden

kontrolor si udělal legraci a řekl, že Santovy sáně dělaly zastávku

GITMO v boxech, ale jeho žoviálnost se vytratila, když se kontakt

rozdělil na dva a potom tři jednotlivé kontakty. ATC neobdržela na

své dotazy žádnou digitální ani zvukovou odpověď. Kontakty létaly

příliš pomalu na to, aby šlo o vojenská letadla nebo komerční letadla;

vrtulníky se snažily vyhnout radaru letem nízko nad obzorem. ATC

vyhlásilo poplach a po celé základně se rozezněly sirény.

Jinde pozorovatelé na jižním předmostí viděli tři mechanizovaná

útočná plavidla, z nichž každé drželo neznámý počet vojáků, jak se k

nim řítilo. Na přídi každého plavidla byly dva kulomety ráže .50.

Jejich přítomnost znamenala mateřskou loď, s největší

pravděpodobností obojživelnou útočnou loď, 840stopé obry schopné

nést 2500 mužů a ohromný náklad, tyčící se někde v neviditelné

dálce.

Do té doby se zástupce velícího důstojníka GITMO, generálporučík

Andrew A. Croft, dozvěděl o blížící se invazi. On a jeho starší

zaměstnanci zůstali na základně o vánočních svátcích se stáhli do

nedobytného velitelského a řídicího centra a naplánovali protiúder.

Čtyři tisíce, pět set bojem zocelených mariňáků zaujalo svá

stanoviště, připraveni na útok. Na základně, zapůjčené od US Army
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White Hats, byly také dvě čety MANPADS vyzbrojené raketami

Stinger země-vzduch odpalovanými z ramene. Bylo jim řečeno, aby

se připravili k útoku na tři CH-53 Sea Stalliony, nyní jen pár mil od

základny, možná s rozkazy ostřelovat GITMO nebo vylodit jednotky

na území Bílého klobouku.

Vedoucí mořský hřebec, stále nad vodou, byl dvakrát zasažen a

explodoval v karmínové ohnivé kouli. Rozdrcený kov a rozbitá těla

padala do moře. Třetí střela zasáhla druhý vrtulník, zasáhla blízko

výfuku a způsobila oddělení stožáru rotoru od draku letadla; ponořila

se do vod jižně od zálivu Guantánamo.

Třetí mořský hřebec se dostal pod a dovnitř zásnubní obálky

Stingerů. Střelec na dveřích zahájil palbu a zasáhl čtyři příslušníky

námořní pěchoty a MANPADS, kteří hledali úkryt, zatímco zaútočil

na vrtulník palbou z ručních zbraní. Kulky provrtaly jejich těla a

padli mrtví.

Když se pták pokusil natáhnout, aby mohl znovu projít, dvě jednotky

námořní pěchoty ho posypaly náboji ze svých pušek a skupinových

automatických zbraní. Střelec na dveřích se zhroutil dopředu a spadl

z vrtulníku, když se z motoru valily oblaky černého kouře. Dopadlo to

neporušené na zem.

Mezitím čety námořní pěchoty zadržely mechanizované výsadkové

čluny, které se pokoušely vylodit vojáky u McCall Field, zaniklé

přistávací dráhy základny, a pálily zpoza ocelových bariér, skalních

stěn a písečných berm. Dva udatní mariňáci se obětovali tím, že se

vrhli vpřed a vrhli granáty do jednoho z plavidel. Byli poraženi, ale

granáty zasáhly jejich značku; veškerá střelba vycházející z plavidla

okamžitě ustala uprostřed volání o pomoc a naříkavých zvuků smrti.

Zbývající plavidla obrátila motory a začala ustupovat.

Velitel nařídil všem silám zastavit palbu s tím, že bylo prolito dost

krve.
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Když se kouř rozplynul, z letiště Leeward Point se vznesl V-22 Osprey

s rozkazem najít jakékoli plavidlo, které nasadilo mechanizované

přistávací plavidlo. Piloti spatřili svůj cíl, obojživelnou útočnou loď

třídy Wasp mířící na jihovýchod k pobřeží Venezuely. Na vojenských

frekvencích vydali varování: „Nepřátelská válečná loď, nepřátelská

válečná loď, jste varováni, abyste opustili okolí. Máme k dispozici

dva, opakuji dva, torpédoborce třídy Arleigh Burke, které dorazí za

několik hodin,“ a vrátil se na základnu poté, co se 30 minut potuloval

poblíž plavidla.

Zdroj GITMO v pondělí řekl Real Raw News, že navzdory ztrátám na

životech si síly základny vedly obdivuhodně a byly úspěšné při

odrazení ozbrojeného vpádu.

“I think they hoped to catch us sleeping, you know, since it was

Christmas. That our bellies would be full and we’d be languishing

around. Well, they were wrong. Our fortifications held.”

GITMO has spent months fortifying itself for an expected attack;

personnel began bolstering defenses and increasing manpower after

the feds illegally occupied President Donald J. Trump’s Mar-a-Lago

estate. They made other improvements in early December, following

an ultimatum from the regime’s defense secretary demanding that

White Hat officers surrender to him by December 22.

The source said “some” enemy forces survived the third chopper

crash and have been taken prisoner.

“Their wounds got treated. They’ll be held as prisoners of war, enemy

combatants. We don’t yet have a tally on their dead. If the other Sea

Stallions were loaded to capacity, there could’ve been 55 troops on

each. Right now, we can say 47 dead, including the disabled ship. We

lost seven men, with 14 wounded. Overall, we were hugely

successful,” he said
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A source in Gen. David H. Berger’s office, however, had a different

take: he said General Berger, having reviewed the after-action report,

called the White Hats efforts an abject failure. The amphibious

assault ship, the general said, should have been detected visually and

on radar long before helicopters left its flight deck and landing craft

emerged from its well deck. The loss of a single Marine was

unacceptable.

As an aside, GITMO ought to review its defensibility, as a massive

naval bombardment would obliterate it in minutes. The station’s

personnel have only two means of escape, either by sea or fleeing

north over the wall into cuba, which could incite an international

incident.

In closing, Real Raw News wonders whether the limited attack was

meant to free Nancy Pelosi, who is scheduled to hang tomorrow.

“Nancy Pelosi will hang tomorrow regardless,” a GITMO source said.

Free Speech and Alternative Media are under attack by the

Deep State. Real Raw News needs reader support to survive

and thrive. In 2023 we aim to publish three books and hire

on-air talent for a video channel. Your help can help make

these goals a reality.

Please do not give your hard-earned money to sites or channels that

copy/paste our intellectual property. We spend countless hours

vetting, researching, and writing. Thank you. Every dollar helps.

If the link doesn’t show on Apple devices, it’s:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Visited 77,513 times, 5,854 visits today)
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Sounds to me like this attack was merely a diversion for something

big happening inside the prison. White Hats had better triple check

that the Pelosis and other have not suddenly been swapped with

clones

I don’t know if those are lower level clones and they are not as good

as the skilled clone makers, just like anything else in the world. Some

things people make are garbage or practice or tests.

Remember Star Wars Clone Wars what did they know back then to

make a movie like that?

Rumor has it they didn’t use CGI to make that movie. They actually

made a real clone army. The movie was made as sort of a

smokescreen to disguise the existence of this massive army of real

clones.

Anyone still believe the oathbreaking traitor DJT is still Commander

in Chief. He waited too long. The military has no faith in him being in

control, just like the rest of us, and will fall in line under Pedo Joe

Biden. The white hats are TRAITORS and pussies. Anyone who ever

votes for DJT in any future election is also a traitor. ALLOWING the

past two years to transpire unchecked in INFORGIVEABLE.

Sometimes in life things don’t always go the way you plan. But I

always believe that God directs our path in life!

You are an angry person aren’t you! Maybe you should run the world,

sounds like you have it all figured out!

It does strike one that if the clones are meant to simply be swapped

in for the real deal, their use as decoys is now discovered and

impossible for the low-life’s at the helm of their corrupt operation to

use… Payback is a real biotch. And justice is coming.

How True ! Sharp ! They’re easily spotted also cause they

don’t look gorgeous like Jan ! Sorry Jan , couldn’t help

myself ……….. Holidays & I’m back to drinking beer ……….. A
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& W for both of us ………. Nick , NBS …….

With all the technology the Deep State has, one has to wonder why

they don’t teleport their people away from there. Could it be that they

want these people caught and are only pretending to be concerned?

Only clones can reliably use Deep State teleporters. The teleportarion

process can cause molecular instability in true organic beings.

Especially with repeated use.

The 2003 movie Timeline (based on the Michael Crichton book) talks

about that in the first chapters. The molecular reassembly of organic

life forms isn’t pretty. You get half of your body attached to the

wrong half down the middle, etc.

Always? Portals like any tech can be divine natural or technology.

To wipe out GITMO, means to me the enemy hoped to avoid being

processed there. I can guess that will likely ramp up what they have

to do after being attacked.

Where is their base of operations? Cloning lab 100 feet down ain’t

squat. Parking garage at the library in Santa Monica, CA goes down

that far…What happened at China Lake, CA way out in the Mojave

under the AF base when they had that strong quake that rocked us

like a boat in coastal side of LA for 20 minutes? I heard space forces

wiped out that MK Ultra base underground of China Lake, CA in that

quake. MK Ultra is how they create a surface level deep state.

What happened to those operatives running that shallow level

cloning lab though? The circumstances of departure? Did they have

the tech to port out, beam up, or descend down more in some

elevator shaft? Someone got them out of there. and faster than they

could pack it all just like the human meat storage in North LA

county…
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So thankful that China Lake underground MK Ultra labs were

destroyed! That was a very evil stronghold of the deep state. They

were taken down and their plans are OVER! Hallelujah!

From what I’ve heard, the White Hats have taken that ability to

escape away. That’s why we are seeing their desperate moves

(trapped rats).

Being , Space Force, Air Force , Navy, Army, Coast Guard, are not

part of the military White Hats . I wonder why they haven’t nuke

Gitmo or used rods of God on the base , yet ? Because maybe they’re

with the military ? And if that’s so . Then, why casualties ? Being

obviously ,they would be aware of what’s going on . Then would

notify Gitmo marines of the situation . If they wouldn’t eliminate the

threat to Gitmo themselves. Considered both options with them

being against or for the white hats ! Why the fairy tale stories that

don’t add up In the end ? Unless, third option is that none of this is

true and we have been lied to about all of it ? Who knows? But, I

won’t be shock to hear in the next story . That they’ve gone back to

using a stone in a sling . Or a jawbone of a donkey to fight back with .

I’m not sayings either of those options wouldn’t work in the hands of

a master at using those options . Especially, if God is on there side for

battle. As we should know if God be with us Who can be against us .

Just look how he made that point over an over again in the Bible ! By

using the least of these to win wars . That’s when he was on their side

for battle!

Soon! She is hanging tomorrow or they may have hung her already to

ensure it happens without a hitch since we are in a kinetic war now!

The Space Force is part of the White Hats, they have been collecting

all of the election and voter fraud information along with

International interference from London, China and the Vatican to

name a few.
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There are only 8 people that know the entire Plan, all others are

compartmentalized on a need to know basis. Even Generals are in a

need to know basis.

Below, some are suggesting that the attack was due to Pelosi. She’s

had her run and is now disposable. I believe it for a couple of

reasons, taking out the clone lab and testing the firepower of Camp

delta. Now they know the defenses of GITMO and their resolve, thus

new tactics will be needed. Also, Mr. Baxter specifically left out the

nationality of those captured and what branch of the military they

belong to. Thus, they could be USA soldiers or not.

The one General that should be arrested, taken into custody right

away, relieving him of his command at Fort Carlson, CO as an enemy

combatant is Major General David M. Hodne, whom it is known has

committed treason to the Republic of the United States of America.

I agree. Nancy is disposable. She already stepped down from her

position. This just leaves tactics on the DS next move, since they

know part of Camp Delta’s defense system.

 
Wasp-class Amphibious Assault ship, a miniturized aircraft carrier,

has a range of 9500 nautical miles and can hold 1600+ troops.

 
The Arleigh Burke-class destroyers are not only guided missles but

built on the Aegis system. Fast in excess of 30knots but half the

range of the Wasp-class.

 
Also we all have to remember that Venezuela is a C_A strong hold.

One little distinction – – Navy amphibs don’t carry troops, they carry

MARINES (which are under command of the CINC, one Donald J

Trump!!

no military expert here , but.. Good point LeeLee.. accurate

observation.. I think you are correct.. What do you think ? CIA

mercenaries ?
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It is true they carry Marines… BUT in this case I’m correct as to

people/troops… Marines won’t shoot on their own. Plus they hold the

Constitution to heart!!

They can carry others besides Marnies, too. These are not normal

times.

My first thought was that they would find out the weaknesses of

White Hats. My second thought was about Cuba. Wouldn’t they just

love a diversion/crisis there ?!

Has anyone noticed that everything comes out of Venezuela . This

attack ship , and the Fema ships ? So, what country has their military

ships an people there protecting Venezuela ? Whose funding them to

protect them? What’s wrong with that picture? Oh, I forgot don’t ask

questions and research anything! That would mean you could be

considered a free thinker . Instead of a ignorant brainwashed person

just doing what your told . Basically a human robot without a opinion

on anything. Only what your program to think. Communism and

Socialism thoughts for a One World Government and a One World

Religion called Chrislam . All for the Antichrist to rule you. Yeah no

need to research or question anything . Just follow the heard off the

mountain top . Just Keep saying everything going to be okay .

Because, that’s what they told you think and to keep follow the heard

just like during Covid with shots, mask out of fear . That only made

you sicker and eventually will take your life . Don’t question or

research anything just believe whatever your told.

Zee are you like Doctor Jekel and mr. Hyde story? Because to me ,I

think you have a twin. Who acts like a good brother . I wonder who it

could be and maybe it’s someone connected to a 3 letter agency?

Have you looked in the mirror lately? ( Zee are you the troll ? Who

also plays Multiple roles of other people that we know. Like for

example someone with a code name — – — . You know who I’m

talking about don’t you Zee . Just admit it . Zee the troll #.. name — –

— . ) Just admitted ,Troll !
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Only ignorant people took the jab…Venezuela is a communist hot

spot, Hitler and all his goons went there after the war. So Ya if you do

your research you WILL learn something…Plus C*A has is stationed

there and the voting machines that stole the election came out of

there…GO figure why all the enemies of USA are coming from there.

I guess ignorance is bliss, huh?, YOU can say stupid things all day

long.

Hmmmm, what “if”, just askin, what “if”, EVERY MYTH, is/was 97%

FACT with a 3% “embellishment”? Just Sayin-JS. Some CRITICAL

THOUGHT, is required. Very, very few “THINGS”, actually follow

“laws of physics”. It’s about WAYS of MANIFESTATION. R.L.

STINE, REAL LIFE. Hmmm??? I can see through things, because

ALL MANIFESTED MATTER, REMAINS MATTER. It can be

“made” smaller, but does The INTELLIGENCE, “depart”?? Nope. Is

there a “WAY” to connect to “the “other” side”??? Yep, yep, and yep.

Anywho, not lecturing, or “preaching” simply THINKING. It’s FUN.

Anyway, a certain biological “SPECIMEN”, seems “immune” to a

LOT, of hmmm, EVERYTHING. GTMO, has, Hmmm, a LOT, and it

does not ALL, Self-RELATE, as Hmmm, “hoooomawn”. Ants, make

amazing INFANTRY. Birds, Bats, and OTHERS, LIVE ON THE

WING, and FLY WITH UNCANNY SIGHT. A FEW, 299, to be exact,

are only “locked” in any “CAGE”, because they “were” content, and

simply waiting. 10,000 years, a nap. Aegis-Atum-Atom, same “thing”

 
Pssst, TY, Mr Baxter.

 
Caucus mts and many other cavernous areas, utilize extreme caution.

Nature has OUR OWN MARINE CORPS, SAME CONSTITUTION.

TPS-XXt-50k-3x5x6 fire up THOTH AB CYCLONES, 3 VGL

 
Prosecute. Some of what is factual historical TRUTH, is extremely

ANCIENT, yet repeats, since “they” protect a veil of secrecy, I DO

NOT.

Don’t forget about FEMA. They have barges in Venezuela, so what

else could they have? FEMA in Florida after hurricane, being bad

guys? Maybe, fake story to set up DS, or more bad actors showing
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up?

I was Navy from October 1985 to March 1999 Army March 1999 to

February 28, 2017 a few years (3) with Navy and 3 deployments with

Army the rest Reserves but Navy Ships don’t leave Port unless they

clear the higher ups just saying now the Amphibian ship might of

already been underway and asked to be diverted to Gitmo but Biden

may had ordered it to Don’t know how many on the ship are pro

Biden or pro Trump a lot of Questions I know.

I doubt the deep state arm of the military tells all the divisions what

the others are doing. Most likely on a need to know basis only. You

don’t telegraph your intention ahead of time.

Perhaps, but the number of choppers used in the attack, along with

the landing craft leads me to believe it was an all out assault on the

base, with the objective of actually capturing the base and holding it

indefinitely.

As good a guess as any. Hard to believe the assault group was so

uninformed as to the strength of Gitmo’s defenses and it seems the

interlopers may have, should have suffered heavier losses than

reported. Without the identity of the attackers speculation is our only

recourse. The real threat, in my mind, is a combined land/air attack

from within Cuba if the intent is to capture the base. A sea/air assault

does not make sense. Any idea of making off with prisoners would

have to wait until Black Hats were in full control of Gitmo though

and that would be no small task. No, this sounds more like optics

with some harassment value.

Depending on who the high value detainees are a mission to capture

those makes some sense. An ariel or naval bombardment would level

the base and those high value detainees would likely not survive

should their survival be important to the Creep State.
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Were there to be a land assault, it would result in war btw Cuba and

the US–if Cuba allowed it–which I doubt. ! Anyplace a land assault

would occur,the Cuban military would either have firefights(in which

the WH would help)or such a tightening of readiness would warn

ahead of time an incoming invasion.

Or Arkancide??? Gitmo is full of cameras…

 
Maybe this was a test.

 
I would have had the V-22 Osprey fire upon the vessel, just to resend

the message.

 
So now we wait to see what the destroyers say & do…

THIS WAS MORE THAN A DIVERSION YOU TROUBLE MAKER….

 
..

 
People be more discerning-you’re like sheep.

 
50 of you up’d him????

 
..

 
He’s Shill #90

 
..

 
I have a list of more than these Bots & shills.

Gen. Berger and staff at Gitmo, stay strong and True for yourselves,

your Families, your Oath of Office, as well as the preservation of

future Human life our Nation, and home, Mother Earth! Stand as

men in Honor of your word! Destruction of Humanity and life itself,

Is not an option humanity should willingly entertain, when,

supposedly, all Americans pay taxes, and their taxes pay for our

Government and Military? Secure our Nations Boarders, Stop your

jab, Stop your mass grift 1.7 trillion Now. Mr. Pres. Trump You have

sat back and watched the destruction of your own Nation. If you were

in charge, something would have been done. You are clearly not in

charge, and reluctance to act has cost you the confidence of the

American People. We see you clearly Mr. Pres. Trump.Peace.

 
Larry
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DS is crumbling down.

They will make a last attack, when, nobody knows but they will. We

have to be prepared.

 
Give them hell.

Even if they had the codes, the Galactics would not allow nukes to be

set off, because all nuke device magnetic switches are monitored

using 30 deep orbit satellites, preventing detonation…They will not

allow any more destructive world wars using armies or nukes to. Nice

guys to have on our side..

They will probably stage Phase I; a fake space invasion using their

Dogman developed clones as cheap space invaders attacking

humans. Supposedly they bred 10K of these nasty looking things and

dispersed them in Nat’l parks and other places, especially in the

eastern states it seems…

The deep state isn’t exactly made up of viable intellects. It is rather

funny when observed. They don’t seem to know that there is always

someone bigger, better and smarter.

Yes, especially in the spiritual realm. We have for us the King of

kings and Lord of lords and most importantly above all.

see fight of DS…..in the UKRAINE……….and your last sentence said it

all… they soooooo much underestimate VVP…..

They are narcissist criminal sociopaths , operating through arrogance

and ignorance, both of which make a dangerous combination.

Heartbreaking loss of life…… I pray for greater defenses to be created

to stem any further possible attacks….. God bless those who fight for

our freedoms.

Thank you Michael, for your great and timely reporting. It just makes

me so very sad to read of Americans killing Americans!
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Its Not Civil yet, not by any stretch of the imagination. Thats what

they want though.

yes it is. when Americans are killing Americans that’s Civil War. does

not matter if they are Civilians or soldiers they are Americans

fighting Americans which is Civil War. you need to wake up.

Happening in every city across this country.”Americans killing

Americans”, This is sad because its our military, but the lines were

drawn by the DS. Must defend the base. I feel the same way about

our Border. WE are being invaded and our military is not permitted

to defend our country.

One side was committing treason, so they were no longer US Citizens

and had no rights. This article describes Americans killing enemy

combatants who were no longer Americans.

The shills and bots & nasty Trolls are doing this… I complained to

MB about it…. I put you “UP”

We don’t need a public accounting of whome people believe are trolls

on the forum. We make that determination. Thank you.

That ZEE is an emotional unstable feeling self made important

person. Anyone have to agree with her opinion otherwise she will call

opposite person troll

Unworthy person

Do you need to hire a forum babysitter?

 
Great report MB. Sad it has come to this, but as I keep hearing, “this

is just the tip of the iceberg”. They have had

 
2 millennia to get dug in this deep, I don’t see getting rid of them in

just a few years.

Same here @Leslie @Sandy~ except for possible rank & file who may

not have known WHO or what they were working for- or against, as

my veteran husband just pointed out. They only need a few in so-
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called leadership… I’m having same conversation over here. Sadly,

this is often the case- whether under the guise of “their own

protection” or more nefarious gain. These people truly are as sick &

wrong as it gets. Praying for resolution. #Ephesians5:11

Sources believe they were Americans wearing US Armed Forces

uniformes–not Marine, though. I’ll give more details when able.

It will be interesting to see what the captured combatants say they

were told about the situation. Most likely they were lied to.

There are a LOT of SHEEPLE who STILL think we have free and fair

elections in this country and many are GODLESS and don’t have the

SENSE God gave a GOOSE! Even if you thought you were RIGHT,

wouldn’t it be good to see WHY the opposition believes what they

do?

They’re not just sheeple, though. Sheeple, to me, means mindless.

Take a look at some Twitter comments regarding Kari’s lawsuit

getting tossed. There are TONS of nasty people full of so much

hatred towards conservatives and President Trump. I actually think

voter fraud is perfectly okay with them as long as it keeps liberals in

business. Sheeple is like my husband who’s in denial. Not these

crazies.

I have found examples of people being lied to by the media as far

back as the French Revolution. Same thing with the US Civil War.

Others have researched WWI and found all sorts of lies about that

war. Combatants on every side fought and died over lies. The

winners? A small number of rich greedy psychopathic people who

profited from the war and were able to remove monarchies

everywhere in favor of elections in which they would control who

gets elected. They even have had their people take charge of higher

education history, so history is written in such a way (ie., more lies)
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that hide what really happened. And the general population believes

this. Why? Because the History department of University of Oxford

said so – so it must be true. I could go on.

You are right and people need to question everything they think they

know about history… especially wars! History is written by the

victors every time!!!!

Hmmm, fact, I can’t “prove”, but a fact, GARNEL WASHINGTON, a

black skinned male, was the actual FIRST PRESIDENT, the piece of

crap “king George” aka, the “evil” faggot, “winston churchill”.

Reincarnation of the same turd. “Somebody” wasn’t hmmm, here, as

in the SPACE, that “crap” happened. Telepathy is very REAL. “They”

are in an open aired, watch every move, record every thought and

action, CELESTIAL COURT ROOM. DARPA, assisted, “them”,

KNOWING, 1 HIDDEN FACT. There is ALWAYS, a CRAZIER,

GRUNT!!! “They” KNOW, and are frantically scrambling. The

“things” crawling out in “parks”, aren’t “things” and are

TELEPATHIC, and UNDERSTAND EVERY LANGUAGE. Wi read

too.

 

Just like the possibility that is what happened with the ambush in

semi trailer? Military came from Colorado, commander Biden

puppet, lied to the troops?

NO way in Hell was this a legitimate operation. Integrated planning

doctrines typically have multi-mode attacks, including plenty of

operational deception, false fronts, reserve forces, contingency plans,

air cover, cruise missile support, in fact, the entire operation was

very likely non-existent

And the theory that it was all to take out Nanc before she blabbed to

the white hats is equally crazy. Good probability she was taken out a

year ago and already processed for any useful info.

Happy New Year, y’all.
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The White Hats are good, the others are NOT Americans!!! They are

trators. All of them need to follow Ole Nancy to the gallows!!

Very sad. Didn’t the same thing happen on Berger’s watch involving

the sting of a truck in Colorado? Is that why he resigned?

That still bothers me because we didn’t get any update how that

happened. I wonder what’s still in that area. I wonder why they

didn’t attack the place some more but maybe they had to make a deal

or something.

And there was over 20 US Marines killed on the attempted take

down at the Federal Reserve Bank in DC . I one US Marine killed in

the truck incident in Colorado.

I think he was made to retire because he kept going back and forth

between Trump and DeSantis. We can’t have that.

They were probably mercenaries, thinking their operation would be a

easy cake walk. Maybe Gitmo needs the “guns of Navarone” for a

bigger show of force…

Whom ever the members of this attempted assault at GITMO, they

were under the direction and command of the CIA, that carries out

the operations for the establishment inbreds and zionist , satanist

jews , aka Deep State

At the start of the article, I thought to myself, “wonder if this was to

free the traitor Pelosi?” Then you stated the same at the end. If it

wasn’t about her, the timing is interesting…

I thought the same thing. Much to lose if that bitch swings. Who

knows? She may have a lot of dirt on those higher ups and planned to

use that info as a safety net in the event she was captured. We can’t

trust anyone even our military; only God!
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There are laptops belonging to other members of the US Congress,

members that have not yet been arrested or known to be arrested

that are of issue as well.

We can ONLY trust God, but right now WHITE HATS are a part of

God’s Rmy to protect America. Deep State and Black Hats are

Godless and are minions of Satan.

I am sure she already sang about all she knows of her fellow deep

state all that needs to happen is tomorrow hang her high.

There is no way Pelosi is that important. She lost speaker of the

house, and she like Biden can barely speak a complete sentence.

 
Now the Pelosi residence in CA is emety and needs less security.

 
Fauci is more important than her if they still want to spread

disinformation on the covid jabs to be successful to the people. More

people will listen to him than her is all I’m saying.

 
I’m still not sure why GITMO? It’s only like 20 miles away and an

easy target to get to. Heck if they wanted they could lob missiles at it

from the US.

 
This really doesn’t make much sense to me, unless there are targets

there we don’t know about, which I’m sure there are.

Most of the people of any value have all ready been hung from what

we have read.

They can break Epstein out but GITMO Pelosi they can’t? Figure they

were sent to destroy GITMO if they could. They didn’t seem to have

what it takes to do this. “They” being the one’s left on surface earth

not too far down with secret places. Maybe they don’t want to be

blown up like the cloning center or brought to GITMO, so they aren’t

on a rescue mission, what they know is GITMO is a threat to deep

state surface operatives. I’m surprised Trump isn’t accepting Russia’s

help by now. Anything way underground I guess is protected with

nuclear blast doors and however they protect their spaceships. This

level of military at GITMO or under Gen. Berger’s orders, don’t
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sound like Supersoldiertalk.com and not know how to get way down

under where other action is. James Rink had a really good video out

on Disneyland being the Ponce de Leon fountain of youth explained

what it really is. I had a navy friend who reached 74 yrs and suicided

himself after his people got jabbed and sold the house…they didn’t

know there wasn’t a virus. It was odd because he had just rented a

Public Storage in Joplin right down the same road the 44 from that

cloning site. All he knew was he wanted to move to the Missouri

Ozarks. stinkyperfume at the shouting site.com

The White Hats haven’t even scratched the surface on “the people of

value”.

 
Fact is we know only what they want us to know. We can’t prove any

of this.

 
I heard a guy say “once everything we think we know is a lie, they

have won”.

I doubt if it was an op with the goal of freeing Nancy. She might have

more value as a martyr to the cause, now that she’s not the Speaker

of the House anymore. Maybe the DS will make her their Joan of Arc.

I’m much more inclined to think this is payback for smoking the

cloning lab. That to me is the hugest news to date. Nancy’s

dispensable. Any one of them is. But you start destroying their clone

labs, then you’re pulling the weed out by the root. Hope we find every

last lab these sickos have built and blow it to smithereens. God hear

my prayer.

I read there is a huge cloning lab under Buckingham Palace. Saw

pictures of rows and rows of active/occupied tubes, don’t know if

they were legit.

 
This day and time, I believe little I see and less that I hear.

 
I keep searching for the truth. Hopefully, one day I will stumble upon

it.
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Understand there are 5 more individuals that were taken down along

with Nasty Pelosi, that have yet to be identified at RRN. 5 more

individuals that are UNKNOWN as of yet. So if this attempted

assault was about liberating or eliminating a detainee/s at GITMO, it

would likely be one or more of these 5 recent detainees taken at Tyler

Parry’s White House in or near Atlanta GA. And again this assault

could very well have more to do with something else , like testing the

Defense capabilities at GITMO facilities, not just in Cuba but other

GITMO facilities as well. there are also any number of detainees at

GITMO Cuba that may be targeted for liberation or elimination that

no one at RRN is aware of just yet. There are other possibilities that I

will not discuss.

Now can we act like we are at war and eliminate this regime

completely President Trump.. They have proven they must be taken

out. No more chess is needed.

You tell us. The movie has done its job. They have everything they

need to finish theirs.

All of these SHEEPLE have not yet awakened! I heard they would

like to get the believers in the Republic to 80% (that means Biden

would have 20% support) to make the final moves. One, we don’t

have ENOUGH cells to hold all the traitors at once or enough JAG for

the Tribunals. We want the duly elected President to be supported

once he returns. Otherwise, you will be seeing massive bloodshed in

American streets. The AVERAGE American knows NOTHING about

the steps to be taken to unseat regimes that don’t belong. Sit back

and watch and continue to pray!

the masses will never awaken. especially while being compulsively

lied to for 6/7 years. You can awaken them or you can preserve their

precious feelings but you certainly cannot do both. Tell the masses

the truth and lets get on with it bf millions more die from the death

jab.
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I think the sheeple and the normies are the problem. All this is

completely outside their paradigm and doesn’t compute. The idea of

an American attack on an American military base is more a stretch

than they can deal with, and I can sympathize with that mindset. It

really is pretty hard to.wrap your mind around. We think of civil war

as being fairly normal in banana republics, but not in a first tier

economic world power like the U.S. Our government doesn’t get

hijacked by criminals — right? It’s just too bizarre and

incomprehensible. And that mentality is the biggest thing the DS

Cabal has going for them. They know that if the normies wake up, it’s

all over for them, so they captured the media to hide anything real

from the public. Our job is to drag them, kicking and screaming, into

reality.

An American attack on a Military base, or secure installation has

been done before, this is FACT. One such incident was reported right

here at RRN

Apparently they got 80% 2 months ago. Most of those left over are

elderly or rely on the MSM and therefore don’t ever see any of the

“wake” up news. Its should not be our job to be punished for those

that won’t awaken.

The sheeple are awake. Some blindly follow Biden for the $$. Some

follow Trump. I heard earlier in 2022 that it was up to 75% for

Trump and still nothing happened. The goal post keeps getting

moved.

You all have forgotten the J6 Appeal decision from SCOTUS from the

Brunson Brothers that simply pointed out the failure of Congress to

investigate the 100 voter fraud reported. Thereby committing a

violation of the Constitution resulting in treason. A favorable verdict

means, 2020 and 2022 elections are illegal. The end of the biden

presidency, his staff, all the congress individuals will be arrested for

TEASON, and President Trump will be re-installed as President of

the Republic of the United States of America.
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This is the ending of the Deep State and the military on the wrong

side will wake up to the truth realizing they have been lied. No civil

war, all the “elites, globalist, evil beings” are eliminated and finally

this country pieces itself back together and becomes peaceful and

wealthy again. That is how the movie ends.

 
GOD ALWAYS WINS!!

A ruling by SCOTUS may be made but that will not necessarily end

the invocation of the Insurrection ACT and the immediate

installation of President Trump.

You don’t know this! Keep in mind they only have ONCE chance. The

most microscopic fuck up could screw us all. Take it easy.

I’m sorry, you are such an asshole that my head might explode. YOU,

an absolute nobody who probably couldn’t last for two minutes in a

grade school debate, knows that a WORLD-WIDE BIBLICAL

WORLD HISTORY EVENT has ALL IT NEEDS to proceed? Your

stupidity, alone, should go down in history!

You people are unimaginable fucking morons. Jan’s comment means

do you not think he realizes that and does not know what he’s doing?

Do you cat turds not realize the razor thin line President Trump is on

and that he can’t make one microscopic error or we’ll all be fucked?

Can you POSSIBLY imagine in your pea brains the delicacy entailed

in something this worldwide? You’re acting like it’s a problem in your

neighborhood. He’s about to CHANGE THE WORLD you low IQ

idiots!

100%, destroy them before they can do anymore attacks. The

destruction they have done to this country is staggering. Time to

viscously retaliate and completely purge all these traitors. There are

millions of Americans willing and waiting to join the fight ASAP.

It is hard to believe that anyone still supports Biden, but they do. My

ex told me that his very liberal, apostate brother, thinks Biden is the

right man for the right time in history. What does that mean? Many
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people will never wake up. Their minds have become mush no matter

how smart they think they are. I can count at least 100 people in my

family line that fit this description. I am a voice in the wilderness.

If they have been bleeding heart demon-rats all of their lives and if

they denounced the crats, then they would not be seen as “cool”, to

their wokeycrat peers! They’d be tossed out of the clan as a turncoat,

so they cannot cross their Rockefeller owned party and have to go

along with all of their lies….no matter what…they are stuck…

I’m sorry, but, you’re incredibly naive. WHAT did you JUST read

above? Eight White hat military personnel murdered. A ship the size

of a small country undetected? And THIS means everything is in

order???

Sounds like you fell into the DS trap. Fight amongst ourselves and

win the war for them.

The military has the constitutional authority and evidence to take out

the fake Biden admin today and reverse the elections. Nesara should

be really starting to happen but its not. We are the only major

country in the world not protesting by the millions so the damage has

been contained but Patriots patience is running very low. This is not

by design. They expected a wide screen spectacular when R v W was

overthrown and it didn’t happen.

According to Judy Byington, supposedly Nesara was released

yesterday or today. Tier 4B (us) will the notified some time this week.

If so, we will have to execute NDAs. We’re close.

Did you read the part about her posts being their “opinions” and “we

think”. MarkZ puts it in his post too. They have been kicking that

hopium goalpost farther down the field for months.

 
Hopefully, somebody will get it right SOON!

 
Iraq has been playing games with the Dinar value, hoping everyone

will get tired of waiting and cash out at the lower rates. We have to

wait on them. It has been told that we will be last.
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I have to agree with Gen. Berger’s assessment of the situation. The

military is supposed to have access to top technologies and stay one

step ahead. No excuses.

As for Pelosi, I say move the date up and get it done now. It’s not like

they haven’t done that before.

My uneducated advice is to IMMEDIATELY have Pelosi inspected to

ensure she is not a clone and IMMEDIATELY take her to the

gallows…today!

I feel sorry for whoever had to do that inspection. would be like

inspecting the devil himself plus she is about as disgusting a human

being as there is. Gag-puke-yuck.

Yeah, they had to sedate her because she tried to bite the person

doing the dental exam.

More than likely they were there to shut up Pelosi permanently

rather than take any chances she will talk.

Nope. They had already wrapped up everything they needed on the

hag. Maybe THAT is why they attacked.

Damn straight! it amazes me how many people here think this is

such a huge win! To me, really shoddy.

Nancy Nancy quite contrary, how does you garden grow?

With many hells and many shells,

And jackasses, all in a row.

God … do unto her as she’s done to others.

Not if Baxter has a source there. Not saying he does or doesn’t, or

that it’s not just something being spun at him. Just that if he does,

it’s not questionable. People need hope with Joe Biden still at large,

and leaking this stuff makes a lot of sense from a few perspectives.

Whether he knows it or not, Trump needs public support. He can’t
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just surf on 2016 rhetoric anymore. Berger definitely needs it. Most

people don’t even know who he is.

 
I’m skeptical, but there’s not really anything here that doesn’t make

sense to me either. If there is criminal government, some men at

arms not going along with it is expected. The criminals trying to hide

their setbacks in the media also makes sense. Criminals in power

using doubles definitely makes sense, and we’ve already seen some

very suspicious things with Biden. Earlobes changing over night etc.

Stalin had many doubles. So did Hitler, Churchill and most of the

WWII era politicians. It’s not new. And if you want to hide losses,

you’d keep those doubles running so the public doesn’t catch wind.

The real Joe was dead in 2018. Its probably the reason there were no

large election rallies for him for 2020. The “different” looking Joe

started appearing near 2020. Thats why Trump always said” Joes

hiding in his basement”. “Wheres Joe, wheres Joe”?” And thats why

hes been saying “Joes shot”. Hes not talking about mentally shot.

Trump said, “Joe got his shot. He was taken care of”. He made it

sound like the context of vaccines, but we could read the message

loud and clear. Just like he said, “Nancy is already out of the

country”. Of course, GITMO.

If that’s true, then Ashley should be relieved that he is dead and can’t

molest or rape her, or Hunter, or the grandkids anymore. Or any

other kids anymore.

I wonder how much memory survives if any for a clone of it’s

criminal and other tendencies?

Anyone should be able to see that the resident is not Biden. People

are lazy. They are still believing the MSM and the rest of us are

supposed to wait until they are red-pilled. The Revolutionary War

was fought with a small percentage of the population. Why should

this war be any different?
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I obviously meant the Royal Joe Biden. Whatever husk is presently

pretending to be him. That sort of thing. I just prefer not to spell all

of that out every time I talk about the entity formerly known as Joe

Biden. I don’t care if it’s his senile self, a double, a clone or Jim

Carrey in a comedy mask. Surface politics is fake and gay. I take that

for granted.

One of the Prophets today, Julie Green said God has told HER a

Congressman and Senator will be outed!

has anything she has ever said actually taken place? ive listened for a

decent while and shes like 0/199388483434.

I read where McConnell was taken to gitmo on 12-7-22, along with

Paul Ryan, Lindsey Gramm, Chuck Shumer and twenty others for

treason and seditious conspiracy

Hmm! I don’t know. Look how long old Paul stayed with that bitch

because she’d make his life even more miserable than it already was

and blackmail him into oblivion. I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if she

had some real incriminating dirt on others and threatened to use it if

she had to. Her evil knows no bounds.

Not necessarily. He may have actually had a soul and the form of

“power” he got from his money broke him. How can a person be

happy and be so depraved at the same time? Being in your bathrobe

defending a freak at 2 am who ends up bashing your head in wearing

only underpants? This makes “dysfunction” look like a child who wet

the bed.

PP was already in GITMO when that “attack” allegedly happened. It

was smoke & mirrors. Trying to put more blame on Trump & his

supporters.

 
Taxpayers are paying for Nancy’s security.

 
How did a guy get through the gate, past perimeter alarms and past

security guards?

 
The dysfunction is in our so-called government.
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Everyone in the “swamp” believe they are above the law. They believe

taxpayer dollars is their private piggy bank. Besides, they can always

print more money.

At present, she’s a liability – they would prefer her dead. If she was

for sure dead, they wouldn’t have any worries as to whether or not

she will sing like a crow.

I'm sure the White Hats have gotten everything out of her that 
they need. Paul also ratted her out during her Gitmo Trial. I 
look forward to the Great White Throne Judgement. These 
villians will have no love for their false gods then. 

Agreed. That’s why I don’t believe the attack was to get Pelosi.

Truthfully I don’t believe there was an attack. Gitmo has the most

wanted evil criminals in the world. I guarantee its well guarded. I

think this was a White Hats story to pump people up to hopefully get

ready for something coming.

She is a Drunk and a bully. She should have been dealt with a long

time age. She doesn’t even look like the real Nancy Pelosi.

“Heading to Venezuela”

 
They really like COMMUNISM right

 
and those people are calling themselves Patriots… right?

 
NO Patriot head hiding in Venezuela

FEMA did the exact same thing with their death barges…

Another group that needs to be destroyed! How dare Austin send

troops to fire on other Americans! Hang him.

I think I read sometime ago that Austin isn’t in charge and was

arrested. Just keeping up appearances. There is apparently SOME

resistance to the Republic, though, as you had that semi with troops

in it in Colorado recently. If we identify pockets, we can deal with

them and dig deeper to their roots and remove those in power that

would be against the republic!
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What waiting 1 week to hang them?

Why not doing it the next day?

 
It would have maybe avoided the strike?

The Deep State is not concerned about the inmates that have already

made it to Gitmo, they are worried about who’s next and if it will be

them. They weren’t there to rescue anyone, they want to take over

the base. They will probably return with a much bigger force. I bet

they were just testing out the defenses with some sacrificial soldiers.

Probably BUT when you do just “test” you also allow the opponents

to foirtify and change tactics to better prevent a similar, smaller or

bigger kind of attack. as Gen. H. Berger said, they were capable to

detect the ship but didn’t… you can bet Gitmo and The Marines are

already on the work to do just that.

I do also believe they have control from above and can see whatever

move happening.

sonar, sensor, mines and tech must be used

 
as anybody should know the “castle” is always a better target because

it cannot move.

What about “dome” like we send to Israel

 
I do not know but they do know how they can do it

And that ship who fled in Venezuela

 
Why are we allow them to be there

 
Where is the “Obama Drone Strike”

I’m sure they can track all vessels leaving from there or anywhere

else and make a clear path to where they are going.

But again, they know what they are doing

 
and I guess not ready yet for International incident.
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They’re incapable of taking over anything if they actually expected

gitmo military personnel to be napping cuz their tummies were

stuffed from Christmas dinner.

The bankers took over our government early in the last century, so

we would be idiots to not expect them to try again. They love to make

innocent faithful Christians feel stupid.

I agree about more attacks might be coming. Michael Baxter

mentioned the Arleigh Burke-class destroyers could’ve been to Gitmo

in several hours. Maybe the ARBs should be stationed there until all

this is over. IMHO

The wait is reportedly very traumatic and part of the sentence.

Dostoyevski had a fake execution done to him before the Czar sent

him to Siberia, and he writes about it a lot. He was tied to a pole to be

shot when staged drama with a messenger happened. Anyways, he

had the wait without the bullet.

I got it

 
but

 
In our times we do not have total control on the situation and it can

turn against us

We are also told they are many more they do not want to tell who…

and I suspect they are people we think were our side which means

many face mask are out there to make people believe they are still

there while sitting in Gitmo

I have several names that come to mind

That said I wish White Hats to have a better tracking of movements

I expect 2023 to be quite a Roller-Coaster as I think we are heading

to a conclusion…
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God has told the prophetess Green that the first four months will be

Rocky. He has also said the jackal and the Cackle Will be leaving and

that all the stolen elections will be corrected and all their legislation

and spending will be null and void!

Right after Court pronounces sentence, it should be carried out asap

and within minutes if not seconds.

While wanting Pelosi to swing immediately, she surely has a lifetime

of information to divulge against the deep state. Wouldn’t it seem

natural for the interrogators to use a “truth serum” to gather as much

additional information as possible regarding the other players?

Wouldn’t it then make sense to keep valuable assets alive, and

talking, as long as necessary before sending them to their just

rewards? And could it be advantageous to record those tell-all

sessions?

All of which is valuable, not questionning that.

 
However, I would expect to have it done even prior to make her (or

the person) arrest been public (thinking this website is public)

Which I believe is done

Give them a brief window of repentance. Once the REALITY of their

situation sets in and the date draws near for their execution, maybe

some may tell all!

They should do them all like they did with the ceausescus in

Romania. Swift tribunal and immediately taken out back to the firing

squad.

This was shown in Adam Curtis’ documentary

HYPERNOMALISATION (2016). Curtis showed them being

convicted and tied up and taken out back then skipped to showing

their dead bodies on the ground lying in pools of their own blood.

That footage was ‘crosscut’ with other footage while music was

playing all the while. Curtis NEVER showed footage of them being
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actually shot–that footage either doesn’t exist or he wisely left it out.

What he showed got the point across. That sequence is the only thing

I remember clearly from Curtis’ excellent film.

I think so

 
he is a controlled plant

 
he think that can lead him to The Presidency

 
he don’t know he will be taken out once useless

 
Thay are using him like a fiddle

 
and him is feeding people with candies to keep their support…

Why do you think he gave back all to Disney

 
because he was told to do it or else…

His wife is higher up in the Cabal chain then him, she’s his handler,

and should hang first.

I heard she struck a deal

 
remember the “cancer” that did not last one month before receding?

 
That was the cue

 
Let,s say she is handling DeSantis and everything around her

business

Desantis is SMOKE & MIRROR like a magician he is doing the

distraction while action is made elsewhere

 
==> The Cover-Up is worst than the crime !

We may have more than we know

 
Nothing is like it seems

and never forget one thing

 
once we have news here… its probably just a partial story half true

and half false

 
We should all know how media has been used to made up and

control things for a wanted outcomes

not everyone here is a Patriot

 
everyone is watching
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everything is thinked before being said to Mr. Baxter

and our reply are also monitored by both sides

Cat & Mouse Game !

Last edited 12 hours ago by WindGhost

Dec. 02

“Florida lawmakers are mulling plans to reverse a move that would

strip Walt Disney Co (DIS.N) of its right to operate a private

government around its famous theme-parks, the Financial Times

reported on Friday, citing people briefed on the plan.”

Sound to me it was suppoosed to remove their own governing and

decided to give them back as it was

I call this give them back EVERYTHING

Are you own governing yourself???

 
I AM NOT

 
and tax payers either

But DISNEY does !!

Is rubber head came to visit himself 1 month ago?

I can’t confirm or deny because I do not know

But Casey, I would put my hand in the fire she is working with White

Hats and she is the HEAD of the Household

Always be skeptic about a dog who is just barking and beware of the

one who is quiet !

I had posted this link here before here it is again. Add the h t t p s

also the 3 W’s

 
.theburningplatform.com/2022/06/26/ron-desantis-savior-or-

snake/
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Yep-Can’t trust him!–It needs to be made known to the public that

he also is part of the swamp pretending to be a good guy

Easier said than done

 
Not that I not trying to do so

 
I have been attacked on all angle just trying to tell to check this or

that and his wife past with the Mafia

They like him because he says what they wants to hear

Till he is not caught pants down in the chaos… it won,t be an easy

task and he knows it

 
He walk on eggshells !

Where are you from? I read your comments and I hear an asian kind

of accent.

 
“Not that I not trying to do so” “He walk on eggshells”, ,”everything is

thinked, before being said to Mr. Baxter” , etc….

So should she/he wrote like whitey???

Damn you whitey… you can’t even speak another language cause you

think your English the most use language in the world? Hardly

Theres a been a few planes leaving Venz heading too Miami today.

Ones from Cali still sitting on the ground also.

 
There’s also Aruba with an airport and Curacoa has one too.

I do not think they would use civilian planes but still.

I was referring to US warships & FEMA Barges anchored in

Venezuela

DeSantis was also the one who praised FEMA during the last

hurricane when, in fact, they were vandalizing, threatening, and

robbing FL residents. FEMA is corrupt as it can get.

Even worst that that

 
he told “That was for The Greater Good”
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How the heck someone can tell that???

He will fall and will make noise !

If Nancy Pelosi is their idea of a damsel in distress, queen bee, or

head witch, do not care. She’s gotta go ~asap.

The White Hats with Gen. Berger made sure they had the original.

They checked her out thoroughly n declared she was the original

thank you Jesus n thank you Gen. David Berger for making sure this

evil, wicked Cruella is the real one

Right. And part of that procedure is drawing their blood. I’m sure for

testing dna. That’s also how we know none of them have been jabbed

cuz they’re tested for it.

There have long been rumors that Nancy Pelosi is a wasp woman, or

perhaps a wasp-human hybrid. Personally I won’t believe it without

the definitive results of a species DNA test.

I’m going to call my friends in Cuba who live in Caimanera and

Boquerón, very close to the Guantánamo Base, to see if they heard

anything about explosions because where they live you can see the

American base,I imagine that Raul Castro must be very nervous and

without understanding that madness,…the Americans killing

themselves in Cuban Waters? ..Lol

Please update the rest of us if you get any info.

 
That would be super appreciated.

Raul knows what’s going on, he’s somewhat clued in, especially after

Christmas incident.

Local residents know too, Gitmo’s activities no secret, not directly

impacting Cubans perse, though allegedly stimulating portions of

local economy.

Cuba not even close to China or North Korea, information flows

there too.
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Finally! Someone near the area who can confirm or deny. Can they

please set up a surveillance camera for future events?

Now we have Americans attacking Americans… These fucking

assholes want a civil war, so fucking be it! Lincoln was the first, now

its Biden the clone! Fuck England, Nato and all them assholes over

there… we will not comply!

But tragically, the fellows being killed are probably good guys too,

who think they are patriots protecting their country. It is time for it

all to come out.

Time to take out the lying MSM unless there is a purpose for keeping

the movie going a bit longer.

Someone said above once you commit treason on the country, you’re

no longer American. You’re just a common enemy.

These guys have to know that attacking Gitmo is treason, but they

will gaslight absurd stories. Give the captives strong drugs to get out

the truth.

No. We have TRAITORS cleverly disguised as military attacking the

Patriots and the White Hats. We ALL know what happens to traitors!

Castro probably already made a call to His Master Putin to tell him

that shit…The US Armed Forces are divided, they will be an easy

target for Any external enemy ja jaja..

Yes, the former KGB colonel and avowed, life-long Communist who

was sworn to the destruction of the United States is now our best

friend. Absolutely. Keep believing that.

Two trolls on meth gaslighting out of the rears, but no one here buys

it except other trolls.
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With all due respect @ Smokey – Putin renounced communism years ago saying it was not
a viable path forward. He is also a quiet advocate of the Russian Orthodox church and
believes people have a right to worship Jesus. Compare that to Biden…you know – the
thing! Putin is 100% in favor of Russia and he is dedicated to advancing his country on the
world stage. The US could use a leader who loves the US like Putin loves Russia. Instead
we have Satanic communists running the show. Get on a plane and go spend a week in
Russia and see for yourself how the people of Russia feel about Putin. I’m not saying he is a
saint. I am saying nobody ever effed with him twice in his pursuit of advancing Russian
interests. Trump intended to make Putin an ally but like most other things Trump tried, it
didn’t pan out.

He has pretty much renounced Communism. It was an alien form of

“government” in the first place. Never fit Russia, just forced. The

current “Putin” has no interest in it.

he is one of those uneducated dumbels who think Russia are still -

COMMIE STATE !!!!!!

If you have followed, you would know Putin and Trump talk. Putin

gave Trump the soccer ball, Putin is not the enemy.

If you follow RRN then you know that Putin is against this Biden

regime and supports Trump and the White Hats.

I’m glad shark did get their feast of communists for Christmas dinner

!

I wish they would have ALL being served cold & bloody…

 
Sharks like bloody communists !

These were Americans following orders who were killed. The Deep

State communists you speak of who ordered the attack were

comfortabling dining and drinking back home.

Look, they would have to be insane stupid to get on-board with the

Biden DS Group, so I have no sympathy. If someone believes in the

“climate change BS” which is targeted to destroy civilization, then I

say mulch their treasonous body to grow trees.
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None of Biden clowns are allowed at the Pentagon or the WH. They

tried after the fake inauguration, but were not allowed in. There were

videos on Rumble at the time, showing it

Just how far do you think sound carries? Most Cubans live about 300

miles away from Gitmo and everything is censored anyway. Who

would they tell and how would they tell it?

Caimanera, a town of over 10000, is right on the border of the base.

Are you telling me not a single one of them noticed gunfire and

burning helicopters falling from the sky? Not a single one was able to

call a relative in some other country, or post something on the

Internet somewhere? Even the Chinese manage to communicate with

the outside world, and they have an incredible Internet censoring

infrastructure. You think one of the poorest countries in the world

can do better than that?

Sure they did. But again, whom would they tell and how would they

tell it with a state controlled media? And particularly this quickly?

Cuba has censors in Havana who have to vet this before giving it the

inevitable spin, and they might not even want to leak anything at all

if they support Biden and his force was repelled.

They would tell anyone they could get in touch with. It’s not that

hard to talk to people in Cuba. You don’t have to talk to the Cuban

media to get news out of the country.

The source said “some” enemy forces survived the third chopper

crash and have been taken prisoner.

The identity of the mother ship should be known as should the origin

and identity of those taken prisoner from the landed Sea Stallion.

Those are the two facts most relevant to this report and are missing.

Michael, I’m sure you will get the information they want us to know

to us later as they give that information to you.

 
Meanwhile, we hope to read of other Deep State criminals being
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arrested. Thanks for all you do in getting this information to us…

The question has obvious roots because:

USS Essex, LHD-2, Amphibious assault ship, Wasp class, is the

vessel in the photograph and is a Navy ship. The assumption is that if

it was the Essex it was a Navy ship which normally transports U.S.

Marines.

However; The article states: The Wasp-class Amphibious Assault

ship heading southeast toward the coast of Venezuela. Present

evidence states LHD-2 is currently a NATO warship sailing under the

U.S. Flag which opens up the speculation of just exactly what country

or force was involved in this assault on Guantanamo Bay Naval Base?

Venezuela? If so at the behest of whom?

Not information they are going to release publicly. I just hope the

ones held prisoner are singing like canaries.

This blood is on Trump’s hands. He should have moved on the

khazarian mafia out in the open long ago. Trump is a pussy.

If this was true, which we doubt since no other proof or

corroborating evidence is given why haven’t the “Whites Hats”

launched a massive counter strike taking out heads of the

compromised military branches and heads of the government?

Sooner or later the people you name in these stories will be rolled up

and will disappear if true. It’s a part of military planning to destroy

the enemy and it’s will to fight before they destroy you. If they do not

these attacks will become more frequent and more devastating.

A few ideas:

1: The US Marines are in Gitmo. That’s the only force America has

that is trained and equipped to storm this place, and they’re on the

inside defending it. It’s not easy to crack Gitmo for others.
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2: It’s hidden but still a war. And you want to keep it hidden to avoid

a public stampede of some sort. Target selection needs to be

intelligent and careful. Marginals from previous admins first. No one

will miss them anyway.

3: It’s a game. I realized this while I was a history student reading

about WWII. What people say is very close to irrelevant, usually

misleading. What they do is not.Trumpeting the demise of Hillary,

for example, serves no real purpose, other than maybe to stiffen a

few spines in our glorious conspiracy kook community. Doing it and

making sure the other criminals know about it is not.

4: Maybe this site is all BS. It wouldn’t be the first time BS is

presented to me in lieu of facts. But if it isn’t, then this is the leak for

the grizzled veterans of the conspiracy movement, and if so it’ll

spread to other patriots from us. I wish there was more details and

information, but I’m used to operating in the dark after many

decades of this. As long as what I can see looks meaningful, I’m good.

Skeptical still, but good.

Cannot see how Nasty Nancy could be worth all that bloodshed.

 
Where the captured men Americans, or foreign mercenaries?

Last edited 14 hours ago by Michael R Davis

Wowww Although we don’t like the thought of losing even 1 battle-

hardened Marine to our domestic enemies. The enemy retreated in

defeat n if they thought they were gonna free PaLousy. They were

sorely mistaken Lloyd should be arrested for treason n I know they’re

working on that God bless America and our fearless Military who is

defending our country against tyranny

Watch the water. Watch the skies. This deep state attack is probably

their best military effort, yet our Marines and Army defended against

it. We now should go after General Milly and Lloyd Austin and

capture them.
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Now is the time to go against the deep state as a full military

maneuver and take them down. This can be done without it

becoming WW 3. We are defending America and standing for the

freedom of Americans. We were attacked and we must defend to take

back our nation.

So you’re telling me that a hundred or so of our supposedly rabid

patriotic Marines signed up to attack their own at Gitmo? Color me

suspicious. Jarheads are stupid but not that stupid.

Please recall that USA (Pence & SecDef Miller tried to take over

venezuela by practicing their mechanisms for urping packet-flows off

Cell-phone towers with 10Gbit satellite uplink (RC-12 Dracos).

https ://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Navy

Does Trump know he is responsible for that marine blood? He is

busy bitching and whining about McConnell when he should be

smoking these DS scumbags with extreme prejudice. Makes me sick!

I like the fact that he doesn’t try to micro-manage the professionals.

And optically it’s helpful for laying blame for everything bad on

“Prezidunt Bidun”

If you are insinuating that the attack didn’t happen I agree. Gitmo

has a collection of the most wanted , murderous, evil and corrupt

criminals in the world. I guarantee its well guarded. This is probably

a story to get people riled up for something about to happen. I am

sure I will be torn up but think about it.

Our military has 20 aircraft carriers in service the highest of any

other nation on the planet. If Gitmo is where thousands of traitors

are being warehoused and held as traitors and enemy combatants

awaiting military tribunals, why wouldn’t we have overwhelmingly

military forces ready to pounce if and when needed exactly what an

aircraft carrier would deliver? That would leave 19 other aircraft

carriers to support the rest of our military and national security
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interests. It makes no sense to have such lethal capability unavailable

for immediate response to such a high risk target as Gitmo.

Descernment of the truth is like trying to pick fly shit out of pepper.

Because it’s a civil war and the Marines are the only ones with the

training and gear to assault Gitmo. Carriers are outdated. Like

battleships in WWII.

Call it as it is

 
==> it was another attack against Christians beliefs

 
1st The clone

 
and now the Birth of Christ on the current calendar

This is an affront to Christ and Christians. They would never attack a

Muslim nation on a Muslim holy day.

Whoa! What a night – there and here, too. While Manhattan

witnessed gray smoke coming out of four manhole covers following

loud explosions in the tunnels beneath; we had our own activity

bordering on JBLM and south into Oregon. Our White Hats were

busy doing more of what needed to be done from my perspective to

secure the DUMBs.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Lynn

You need to edit more… “Cuba” is misspelt. Side note: General

Berger should have thought of this “BEFORE” it happened. Any

“failure” by White Hats is the failure of General Berger to think

ahead. “Poop falls down hill” but responsibility is ALWAYS on the

Officer.

Alliance GET BUSY! “Military is the only way”

They should do to Pelosi like Gates #2….. hang her a day earlier than

scheduled. Get it over now with unless yet again this was part of “The

plan”.

May God Bless those that gave up their lives defending Gitmo.
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The ones in Biden’s military… God save their souls. The rest better

get out while the getting is good!

We have no way of knowing for certain the identity of those attacking

Gitmo.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Laura Hoey

May GOD Bless these brave Marines and all the military men at this

base . Prayers go out for the deceased , they are now martyrs in

Heaven . Thank you Mr. Baxter and GOD Bless and keep you and

yours .

well its been 60 years since kennedy and 21 since 9/11 and none of

the so called white hats have felt the need to speak any truths about

those events. based on that timeline maybe around January 8th 3047

one of these so called white hats might mention clones.

Thank you, Michael, for your consistently great and timely reporting.

It breaks my heart and makes me so sad to read of Americans killing

Americans. God bless our military and their families!!

The question would be: are those attacking actually Americans? We

don’t know who actually attacked.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Laura Hoey

Neustále měnili svá vlastní pravidla... z několika týdnů na několik

hodin a na několik dní…. mělo by to být hned za větou.

 

 


